Dear Ju Jitsu Family,
On behalf of Mongolian Jiu Jitsu Association and myself, I would
like to welcome all guests, participants and audiences to Asian
Ju Jitsu Championshinps held in Ulaanbaatar Mongolia.
I would like to thank President: H.E. Abdulmunem
Alsayedmohamed Alsayed AL Hashmi for giving us a chance to
organize such a high-level event. As well my sincere gratitude to
the jiu jitsu community of Mongolia for supporting the
development and bringing it to the top level.
I hope you all will enjoy your stay in Ulaanbaatar and wish to all
competitors great success!
Let’s look forward to exctiing and fair competitions.
Welcome to Mongolia!
Erdenebaatar Khash-erdene
President
Mongolia Jiu Jitsu Association

1.EVENT DETAILS
4th Asian Ju Jitsu Championship
Date: July 14-21, 2019

Open to ALL ASIAN National Members.
 Two athletes/teams per category per nation (special quote for host country)
 Adults
 Duo-Classic System: Women; Men; Mixed
 Show-System:
Women; Men; Mixed
 JJIF Jiu-Jitsu (Ne Waza)
 JJIF Fighting
 Contact Jiu-Jitsu
 Weight category as follows
Male
-56 kg
-62 kg
-69 kg
-77 kg
-85 kg
-94 kg
+94 kg

Female
-45 kg
-48 kg
-52 kg
-57 kg
-63 kg
-70 kg
+70 kg

Children of Asia – Test Event
 Open to ALL ASIAN National Members and 6 countries of Russian federation
 Two Female and two male athletes per category
 Youth athletes born – 2004, 2005, 2006
 JJIF Jiu-Jitsu (Ne Waza)
 Weight category as follows
Male
-46 kg
-50 kg
-55 kg
-60 kg
-66 kg
-73 kg

Female
-40 kg
-44 kg
-48 kg
-52 kg
-57 kg
-63 kg

2. ORGANIZER
JJAU and Event Responsibilities
office@jjau.org
Dr. Jaffer Al Muthafer, JJAU Dy. General Secretary
dr.jaffer@jjau.org Phone no.: +971 50 1758811
Joe THUMFART, JJAU Sports Director,
Joachim@jjau.org Phone no.: +971 50 484 2790
JJAU Referee Director
Local Organizer: Mongolian Jiu Jitsu Association.
Bold-Erdene Odsuren – MJJA General Secretary
o_bolderdene@yahoo.com Phone no.: +976-98989998
Batbileg Munkhtur
batbilegee@gmail.com Phone no.: +976-88112942
3. COMPETITION PLACE – tentative

Central Sports Palace
Ulaabaatar Mongoli
Access: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Central-Sports-Palace/189413904541990
Central Sports Palace is one of the biggest centers to hold events, it is located right
on the heart of Ulaanbaatar. Throughout the year all National level and International
level championships are held in this arena.
This is the 6th time a Jiu-Jitsu event is going to be held here.

Also many places to visit around the venue, including the Sukhbaatar Square and
Parliament house.
4.REGISTRATION AND PRICES
Registration via www.sportdata.org/ju-jitsu until: 15th June 2019
Participation to Asian Championship US$ 50,(including $10 Doping Free contribution)
Children of Asia Test Event: Free of Charge
5. HOTELS
Early Price only if REGISTRATION via JJAU AND 30% PAYMENT UNTIL 28TH MAY
(After this date you must handle accommodation and local transportation yourself)
HOTELS CLOSE TO THE VENUE
Option A Chinggis Khaan Hotel
Address: Tokyo Street - 10, Ulaanbaatar - 49, Mongolia
http://www.chinggis-hotel.com/
Early registration price: 55$ per person. Double room for two persons $110
/Breakfast and dinner included/

Option B Flower hotel
Tokyo Street - 15, Ulaanbaatar - 49, Mongolia
Early registration price: 50$ per person. Double room for two persons $100
/Breakfast and dinner included/

6.Rules and Draw –
JJIF Competition Rules, Organization and Sporting Code of JJIF. We make an
appeal to all participants to respect fair-play and JJIF Book of Ethics! (actual
competition rules are provided also on the official web site of JJIF www.jjif.org or
JJAU www.jjau.org Competition organized by bracket with all participants getting a
second chance;
Computer program, approved by JJIF;
- Draw will be made by JJAU Sport Director and responsible official from the National
Federation, together with the IT specialist;
- The draw will be done on 17th for all competition days and it is final!
After publication of first draw coaches have 30min to control and indicate mistakes.
Final brackets will be published within one hour.
- If a competitor will not have the correct weight at weighing – or the birth dates are
not correct - he/she will stay in a pool/table but will automatically loose the match –
no change will be made to the draw and no refund because of not fulfilling conditions
for participation when already registered.
- General mistakes discovered at the draw can be corrected by JJIF officials (such
as wrong name, persons with similar names put in wrong categories etc.)

7. Weigh in Rules

8. Uniform Rules
All competitors must have and use WHITE GI according to the JJIF rules and belts in
proper color (Red and Blue) for official competitions. Participants must bring their Gi
to registration in order to have the competition logo showed on, (GI with other back
number are not allowed).
The GI must to be clean.

Fighting: Soft hand and foot protections in proper color; mouthpiece and jockstrap
are strongly recommended;

9. Visa
Local organizer is happy to help any country with obtaining visa for athletes and
officials. For nations, who need VISA to enter Mongolia, please send the organizer
as soon as possible list of participatns with full names, passport numbers, date of
birth and positions.
Complete visa application should be sent to office@jjau.org

10.Preliminary Schedule of the Competition
July 14th
th

July 15

Arrival of delegations
Meetings Referee / Coach
Seminar
Registration and
accreditations

Chinggis Khan Hotel
Conference Room

July 16th

Referee/Coach Seminar
Weigh in for 17th

Chinggis Khan Hotel
Conference Room

Anti-doping seminar
Ju-Jitsu Duo
Men Women Mixed
July 17th

Jiu-Jitsu(Newaza)
Men -69kg -77kg -85kg
+94kg

Chinggis Khan Hotel
Conference Room
Central Sports Palace

Weigh in for 18th
Jiu-Jitsu (Newaza)
Weight categories: women
July 18th

Fighting system
Weight Categories: men

Central Sports Palace

Ju-Jitsu Show Men Women
Weigh in for 19th
Jiu-Jitsu (Newaza)
Men -56kg; 62kg; -94kg

July 19th

Fighting system
Weight categories: women
Ju-Jitsu Show mixed

Central Sports Palace

Contact Ju-Jitsu
Weigh in: Children of Asia

th

July 20

Children of Asia
Test Event
Dinner

July 21st

JJAU Congress
Cultural Program

Central Sports Palace

11. Doping Free
All members should make their competitors aware that there could be a doping
control for several athletes. We apply the WADA code for Doping Free sports!
By entering the Championship you accept the JJIF Anti Doping regulations.
If you are taking any medication or plan to take any medication, please check with
your doctor whether your medication contains any substances on WADA's 2018
Prohibited List: https://www.wada-ama.org/en/content/what-is-prohibited
We strongly recommend to all teams to follow the coach true seminar of WADA:
https://adel.wada-ama.org/en/course/163/coachtrue
12. Liability
Neither the organizers of the event, nor the National Federation (or any of its officials
or members) will be liable or responsible for any
personal injury nor for any losses or damages to
any property arising out of participations and
travelling in connection with this championship.
Coaches and team leader are responsible to make
sure that all participants are physically fit,
prepared and capable to cope with championship.
13. Dress Code
Coaches accompanying the athletes to the tatami will wear the national team track
suit with sports shoes (closed). For the finals, formal clothes (with jacket) are
recommended.
Athletes on the podium will wear the white competition Gi, without any additional
materials on their persons (flags, religious symbols, bottles of water, slippers etc.),
according to SportAccord guidelines

14.UB SIGHTSEEING
WEATHER:
In Ulan Bator, the month of August is characterized by falling daily high
temperatures, with daily highs decreasing by 7°F, from 75°F to 67°F over the course
of the month, and rarely exceeding 87°F or dropping below 55°F.
AROUND THE VENUE
Chinggis Square
Chinggis Square (Mongolian: Чингисийн талбай, pronounced Chinggisiin Talbai),
formally Grand Chinggis Khaan Square, and previously known as (and still
commonly referred to as) Sükhbaatar Square (Mongolian: Сүхбаатарын талбай,
pronounced Sükhbaatariin Talbai), is the
central square of Mongolia's capital Ulaanbaatar. The official name was changed in
2013 in honor of Genghis Khan, considered the founding father of Mongolia.[1] The
city's residents still refer it by the original name.[2] A large colonnade monument
to Genghis Khan, as well as to Ögedei Khan, and Kublai Khan dominates the
square's north side directly in front of the Saaral Ordon (Government Palace). The
center of the square features an equestrian statue of Damdin Sükhbaatar, one of the
leaders of Mongolia's 1921 revolution.
National Museum of Mongolia
The National Museum of Mongolia [Mongolian:Монголын үндэсний түүхийн музей;
formerly the National Museum of Mongolian History] is one of the
national museums of Mongolia located in Ulaanbaatar. The National Museum of
Mongolia is a cultural, scientific, and educational organization, which is responsible
for the collection, conservation and interpretation of the objects under its curation.
Gandantegchinlen Monastery
The Gandantegchinlen Monastery (Mongolian: Гандантэгчинлэн
хийд, Gandantegchinlen khiid, Chinese:甘丹寺, short
name: Gandan Mongolian: Гандан) is a Mongolian Buddhist monastery in
the Mongolian capital of Ulaanbaatar that has been restored and revitalized since
1990. The Tibetan name translates to the "Great Place of Complete Joy". It currently
has over 150 monks in residence. It features a 26.5-meter-high statue
of Avalokiteśvara. It came under state protection in 1994. beverage. It’s the perfect
excursion for a romantic night out or for a fun-filled family outing. Your dinner cruise
also includes dessert and tea or coffee.

Genghis Khan Equestrian Statue
The Genghis Khan Equestrian Statue, part of the Genghis Khan Statue Complex is a
40 metres (130 ft) tall statue of Genghis Khan on horseback, on the bank of the Tuul
River at Tsonjin Boldog (54 km (33.55 mi) east of
the Mongolian capital Ulaanbaatar), where according to legend, he found a golden
whip. The statue is symbolically pointed east towards his birthplace. It is on top of
the Genghis Khan Statue Complex, a visitor centre, itself 10 metres (33 ft) tall, with
36 columns representing the 36 khans from Genghis to Ligdan Khan. It was
designed by sculptor D. Erdenebileg and architect J. Enkhjargal and erected in
2008.[2]
15. Naadam Festival (July 11th – July 15th)
Naadam is the most widely watched festival among Mongols, and is believed to have
existed for centuries in one fashion or another. It has its origin in the activities, such
as military parades and sporting competitions such as archery, horse riding and
wrestling that followed the celebration of various occasions, including weddings or
spiritual gatherings. It later served as a way to train soldiers for battle, and was also
connected to Mongols' nomadic lifestyle. Mongolians practice their unwritten holiday
rules that include a long song to start the holiday, then a Biyelgee dance. Traditional
cuisine, or Khuushuur, is served around the Sports Stadium along with a special
drink made of horse milk (airag). The three games of wrestling, horse racing, and
archery are recorded in the 13th-century book The Secret History of the Mongols.
The biggest festival (National Naadam) is held in the Mongolian capital, Ulaanbaatar,
during the National Holiday from July 11 to 13, in the National Sports Stadium. It
begins with an elaborate introduction ceremony featuring dancers, athletes, horse
riders, and musicians. After the ceremony, the competitions begin. The competitions
are mainly horseback riding. Naadam is also celebrated in different regions of
Mongolia and Inner Mongolia in July and August. In the Tuva Republic, Naadam is
on 15 August.

16.Country side sightseeing
Mongolia, the country of brave steppe nomads, is the land of mighty Chinggis Khan,
the founder of the world’s largest empire.
With its vast territory, grand history, and unique traditions, Mongolia is a travel
destination like no other.
Mongolian Ways, our official travel partner, has specially designed few short tours
to allow the distinguished guests of the tournament to get a taste of the unique
culture, history, and nomadic traditions which are still alive today.
We would be delighted to answer any questions you might have concerning
traveling Mongolia.
We wish you a successful competition, and look forward to see you aboard our trips.
The Mongolian Ways team
www.mongolian-ways.com
trips@mongolian-ways.com
+976-99039478
+976-11-330351

WELCOME TO Mongolia!!!

